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Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (or, in more recent editions, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn) is a novel by Mark
Twain, first published in the United Kingdom in December and in the United States in February

It used frontier humor, vernacular speech, and an uneducated young narrator to portray life in America.
Although at first the novel was roundly denounced as inappropriate for genteel readers, it eventually found a
preeminent place in the canon of American literature. Narrated by the title character, the story begins with
Huck under the protection of the kindly Widow Douglas and her sister, Miss Watson. Fearing that his
alcoholic father, Pap, will attempt to claim the fortune that he and Tom had found in Tom Sawyer , Huck
transfers the money to Judge Thatcher. Undaunted, Pap kidnaps Huck and imprisons him in a lonely cabin.
The two set out on a raft down the Mississippi River but are separated when the raft is struck by a steamboat.
Swimming ashore, Huck is taken in by the Grangerford family, who are engaged in a blood feud with the
Shepherdsons. In time Huck finds Jim and the two set out on the raft again, eventually offering refuge to two
con artists, the Duke, and the King. These two perpetrate various frauds on unsuspecting people, claiming to
be descendants of royalty or, at other times, famous actors, evangelists, or temperance lecturers. Learning of
the death of the well-to-do Peter Wilks, the Duke and the King descend upon the family, claiming their
inheritance as long-lost brothers. Huck helps to foil their plans, and he and Jim attempt to slip away without
the Duke and the King, but the rogues catch up with them and the four set out together. When they come
ashore in one town, Jim is captured, and Huck is shocked to learn that the King has turned him in for the
reward. After a battle with his conscience, Huck decides to help Jim escape. He goes to the Phelps farm where
Jim is being held and is mistaken for Tom Sawyer, who is the nephew of the Phelpses. Huck decides to
impersonate Tom. When the real Tom arrives, he joins in the deception by posing as his brother, Sid. He
concocts an elaborate plan to rescue Jim, during the execution of which Tom is accidentally shot, and Jim is
recaptured. From his sickbed, Tom announces that Miss Watson has died, setting Jim free in her will. During
his journey down the river, with its series of encounters, he undergoes a rite of passage from unthinking
acceptance of received knowledge and values to an independently achieved understanding of what is right.
Twain skillfully plays upon the irony of that moment as he describes the conflicts between what Huck has
been taught and what he gradually acknowledges to be right. Another dominant theme in the story is the
contrast between the constricting life on shore and the freedom offered by the river. Critical Reception When
Huckleberry Finn was first published in the United States in , critical response was mixed, and a few libraries
banned the book for its perceived offenses to propriety. Later critics gave it nearly universal acclaim, praising
its artistry and its evocation of important American themes. The hundredth anniversary of the American
publication of the novel in sparked new editions, bibliographies, and critical appraisals. Around this time,
more and more questions were being raised about the racial slurs in Huckleberry Finn, and a number of public
schools sought to ban the book from their required reading lists. That controversy goes on, even as criticism of
the novel has taken new directions. Since the s some scholars have continued to do close textual readings, and
others have emphasized the novel as a cultural product. The question of literary canonization has been
addressed by critics such as Jonathan Arac and Elaine and Harry Mensch. Other commentators, including
Shelley Fisher Fishkin and Jocelyn Chadwick-Joshua, have noted the importance of the confluence of white
and Black cultures in the story. Several new editions, especially the annotated edition published in by the
Mark Twain Foundation, have encouraged further scholarship. Critical interest in Huckleberry Finn, then,
shows no signs of waning, and debates over its stature and reputation, and the issues the novel raises, appear
certain to continue.
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THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN BY MARK TWAIN name of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer; but that
ain't no matter. That book was made by Mr. Mark Twain, and.

But underneath, the bookâ€”which was published in the U. It remains one of the most loved, and most banned,
books in American history. He wears cast-off adult clothes and sleeps in doorways and empty barrels. In ,
when the Minneapolis Tribune asked who Huck was based on, Twain admitted it was no single person:
University of Virginia Huckleberry Finn was written in two short bursts. He stopped working on it for several
years to write The Prince and the Pauper and Life on the Mississippi. It must have inspired him, because he
dove into finishing Huckleberry Finn. In August , he wrote: Not only was Missouri a slave state, his uncle
owned 20 slaves. Those were the saddest faces I have ever seen. But most memorable may be Emmeline
Grangerford , the year-old poet. Emmeline is a parody of Julia A. So does Emmeline, according to Huck: She
called them tributes. University of Virginia Twain, who ran his own printing press, hired year-old E. Kemble
to illustrate the first edition of Huckleberry Finn. Right as the book went to press, someoneâ€”it was never
discovered whoâ€”added a penis to the illustration of Uncle Silas. The engraving shows Uncle Silas talking to
Huck and Aunt Sally while a crude penis bulges from his pants. They were recalled and publication was
postponed for a reprint. There has been nothing as good since. It was language that was clear, crisp, and vivid,
and it changed how Americans wrote. University of Virginia A major criticism of Huckleberry Finn is that the
book begins to fail when Tom Sawyer enters the novel. Up until that point, Huck and Jim have developed a
friendship bound by their mutual plight as runaways. We believe Huck cares about Jim and has learned to see
his humanity. But when Tom Sawyer comes into the novel, Huck changes. Essentially, Huck and Jim have
been running away from nothing. Many, including American novelist Jane Smiley , believe that by slapping
on a happy ending, Twain was ignoring the complex questions his book raises. The objections are usually over
n-word, which occurs over times in the book. Others say that the portrayal of African Americans is
stereotypical, racially insensitive, or racist. I am greatly troubled by what you say. I wrote Tom Sawyer and
Huck Finn for adults exclusively, and it always distresses me when I find that boys and girls have been
allowed access to them. The mind that becomes soiled in youth can never again be washed clean; I know this
by my own experience, and to this day I cherish an unappeasable bitterness against the unfaithful guardians of
my young life, who not only permitted but compelled me to read an unexpurgated Bible through before I was
15 years old. None can do that and ever draw a clean sweet breath again this side of the grave. Ask that young
ladyâ€”she will tell you so.
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The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain is a sequel to The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. Although I had both
books, since The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn was once banned, I decided to read it before I read its prequel.

Searching for streaming and purchasing options Common Sense is a nonprofit organization. Your purchase
helps us remain independent and ad-free. Get it now on Searching for streaming and purchasing options A lot
or a little? Educational Value This is considered by many to be the greatest work of American literature, and
much of modern literature owes it a debt. It offers a depiction of a society long gone and much despised now
and will be a revelation to modern children. The book is written in dialect, which can make reading it a
challenge for modern readers, but it gives a vivid image of life in that time and place. Jim is patient, kind,
caring, and wise. Huck, though he has been taught and believes that slavery is right -- and that he will go to
hell for helping a slave run away -- makes a conscious decision to do so anyway. Several people are killed,
including two boys, and a man shoots another man in cold blood. Men torment dogs, make them fight, and set
them on fire. A father smacks his young daughter and knocks her down. A woman hits dogs with a rolling pin.
Sex Language As was typical of the time the novel was written and set, the "N"-word is used frequently and
casually, as is the term "Injun. Boys are given a bit of whiskey with sugar. Children, especially younger ones,
may need some help seeing how Twain uses the racist talk to show the stupidity of racism and the characters
who espouse it. Huck has been taught to be racist, too, but he overcomes this, even though he thinks doing so
is wrong -- a clever approach that may be too sophisticated for some young readers to understand without
help. Stay up to date on new reviews. Get full reviews, ratings, and advice delivered weekly to your inbox.
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The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by: Mark Twain Mark Twain's novel condemning the institutionalized racism of the
pre-Civil War South is among the most celebrated works of American fiction.

In Missouri[ edit ] The story begins in fictional St. Petersburg, Missouri based on the actual town of Hannibal,
Missouri , on the shore of the Mississippi River "forty to fifty years ago" the novel having been published in
Huckleberry "Huck" Finn the protagonist and first-person narrator and his friend, Thomas "Tom" Sawyer,
have each come into a considerable sum of money as a result of their earlier adventures detailed in The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer. Huck explains how he is placed under the guardianship of the Widow Douglas,
who, together with her stringent sister, Miss Watson, are attempting to "sivilize" him and teach him religion.
Knowing that Pap would only spend the money on alcohol, Huck is successful in preventing Pap from
acquiring his fortune; however, Pap kidnaps Huck and leaves town with him. Jim has also run away after he
overheard Miss Watson planning to sell him "down the river" to presumably more brutal owners. After heavy
flooding on the river, the two find a raft which they keep as well as an entire house floating on the river
Chapter 9: Entering the house to seek loot, Jim finds the naked body of a dead man lying on the floor, shot in
the back. He prevents Huck from viewing the corpse. Loftus becomes increasingly suspicious that Huck is a
boy, finally proving it by a series of tests. Huck develops another story on the fly and explains his disguise as
the only way to escape from an abusive foster family. Once he is exposed, she nevertheless allows him to
leave her home without commotion, not realizing that he is the allegedly murdered boy they have just been
discussing. The two hastily load up the raft and depart. After a while, Huck and Jim come across a grounded
steamship. Searching it, they stumble upon two thieves discussing murdering a third, but they flee before
being noticed. They are later separated in a fog, making Jim intensely anxious, and when they reunite, Huck
tricks Jim into thinking he dreamed the entire incident. Jim is not deceived for long, and is deeply hurt that his
friend should have teased him so mercilessly. Huck becomes remorseful and apologizes to Jim, though his
conscience troubles him about humbling himself to a black man. Huck is given shelter on the Kentucky side of
the river by the Grangerfords, an "aristocratic" family. He befriends Buck Grangerford, a boy about his age,
and learns that the Grangerfords are engaged in a year blood feud against another family, the Shepherdsons.
The Grangerfords and Shepherdsons go to the same church, which ironically preaches brotherly love. In the
resulting conflict, all the Grangerford males from this branch of the family are shot and killed, including Buck,
whose horrific murder Huck witnesses. He is immensely relieved to be reunited with Jim, who has since
recovered and repaired the raft. The younger man, who is about thirty, introduces himself as the long-lost son
of an English duke the Duke of Bridgewater. The older one, about seventy, then trumps this outrageous claim
by alleging that he himself is the Lost Dauphin , the son of Louis XVI and rightful King of France. To divert
suspicions from the public away from Jim, they pose him as recaptured slave runaway, but later paint him up
entirely blue and call him the "Sick Arab" so that he can move about the raft without bindings. On one
occasion, the swindlers advertise a three-night engagement of a play called "The Royal Nonesuch". On the
afternoon of the first performance, a drunk called Boggs is shot dead by a gentleman named Colonel Sherburn;
a lynch mob forms to retaliate against Sherburn; and Sherburn, surrounded at his home, disperses the mob by
making a defiant speech describing how true lynching should be done. By the third night of "The Royal
Nonesuch", the townspeople prepare for their revenge on the duke and king for their money-making scam, but
the two cleverly skip town together with Huck and Jim just before the performance begins. In the next town,
the two swindlers then impersonate brothers of Peter Wilks, a recently deceased man of property. The arrival
of two new men who seem to be the real brothers throws everything into confusion, so that the townspeople
decide to dig up the coffin in order to determine which are the true brothers, but, with everyone else distracted,
Huck leaves for the raft, hoping to never see the duke and king again. When Huck is finally able to get away a
second time, he finds to his horror that the swindlers have sold Jim away to a family that intends to return him
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to his proper owner for the reward. In the meantime, Jim has told the family about the two grifters and the new
plan for "The Royal Nonesuch", and so the townspeople capture the duke and king, who are then tarred and
feathered and ridden out of town on a rail. During the actual escape and resulting pursuit, Tom is shot in the
leg, while Jim remains by his side, risking recapture rather than completing his escape alone. After this, events
quickly resolve themselves. Jim is revealed to be a free man: Miss Watson died two months earlier and freed
Jim in her will, but Tom who already knew this chose not to reveal this information to Huck so that he could
come up with an artful rescue plan for Jim. Major themes[ edit ] Adventures of Huckleberry Finn explores
themes of race and identity. Mark Twain, in his lecture notes, proposes that "a sound heart is a surer guide
than an ill-trained conscience" and goes on to describe the novel as " When Huck escapes, he then
immediately encounters Jim "illegally" doing the same thing. The treatments both of them receive are
radically different, especially with an encounter with Mrs. Judith Loftus who takes pity on who she presumes
to be a runaway apprentice, Huck, yet boasts about her husband sending the hounds after a runaway slave,
Jim. Kemble , at the time a young artist working for Life magazine. Kemble was hand-picked by Twain, who
admired his work. Hearn suggests that Twain and Kemble had a similar skill, writing that: Whatever he may
have lacked in technical grace Kemble shared with the greatest illustrators the ability to give even the minor
individual in a text his own distinct visual personality; just as Twain so deftly defined a full-rounded character
in a few phrases, so too did Kemble depict with a few strokes of his pen that same entire personage. When the
novel was published, the illustrations were praised even as the novel was harshly criticized. He appeared to
have lost interest in the manuscript while it was in progress, and set it aside for several years. After making a
trip down the Hudson River , Twain returned to his work on the novel. For example, Twain revised the
opening line of Huck Finn three times. Thirty thousand copies of the book had been printed before the
obscenity was discovered. A new plate was made to correct the illustration and repair the existing copies.
Later it was believed that half of the pages had been misplaced by the printer. The library successfully claimed
possession and, in , opened the Mark Twain Room to showcase the treasure. Smith suggests that while the
"dismantling of the decadent Romanticism of the later nineteenth century was a necessary operation,"
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn illustrated "previously inaccessible resources of imaginative power, but also
made vernacular language, with its new sources of pleasure and new energy, available for American prose and
poetry in the twentieth century. Kemble , Jim has given Huck up for dead and when he reappears thinks he
must be a ghost. One incident was recounted in the newspaper the Boston Transcript: One member of the
committee says that, while he does not wish to call it immoral, he thinks it contains but little humor, and that
of a very coarse type. He regards it as the veriest trash. The library and the other members of the committee
entertain similar views, characterizing it as rough, coarse, and inelegant, dealing with a series of experiences
not elevating, the whole book being more suited to the slums than to intelligent, respectable people. When
asked by a Brooklyn librarian about the situation, Twain sardonically replied: I am greatly troubled by what
you say. The mind that becomes soiled in youth can never again be washed clean. None can do that and ever
draw a clean sweet breath again on this side of the grave. That is the real end. The rest is just cheating. A Life
that "Huckleberry Finn endures as a consensus masterpiece despite these final chapters", in which Tom
Sawyer leads Huck through elaborate machinations to rescue Jim. However, Hearn continues by explaining
that "the reticent Howells found nothing in the proofs of Huckleberry Finn so offensive that it needed to be
struck out". Many Twain scholars have argued that the book, by humanizing Jim and exposing the fallacies of
the racist assumptions of slavery, is an attack on racism. In , high school student Calista Phair and her
grandmother, Beatrice Clark, in Renton , Washington, proposed banning the book from classroom learning in
the Renton School District, though not from any public libraries, because of the word "nigger". Clark filed a
request with the school district in response to the required reading of the book, asking for the novel to be
removed from the English curriculum. The teacher, John Foley, called for replacing Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn with a more modern novel. A edition of the book, published by NewSouth Books , replaced
the word "nigger" with "slave" although being incorrectly addressed to a freed man and did not use the term
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"Injun.
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The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn [Mark Twain] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is a
beautifully-designed new edition of Mark Twain's classic THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN.

Both novels are set in the town of St. Petersburg, Missouri, which lies on the banks of the Mississippi River.
As a result of his adventure, Huck gained quite a bit of money, which the bank held for him in trust. Huck was
adopted by the Widow Douglas, a kind but stifling woman who lives with her sister, the self-righteous Miss
Watson. As Huckleberry Finn opens, Huck is none too thrilled with his new life of cleanliness, manners,
church, and school. This effort fails miserably, and Pap soon returns to his old ways. Finally, outraged when
the Widow Douglas warns him to stay away from her house, Pap kidnaps Huck and holds him in a cabin
across the river from St. Whenever Pap goes out, he locks Huck in the cabin, and when he returns home drunk,
he beats the boy. Tired of his confinement and fearing the beatings will worsen, Huck escapes from Pap by
faking his own death, killing a pig and spreading its blood all over the cabin. Jim has run away from Miss
Watson after hearing her talk about selling him to a plantation down the river, where he would be treated
horribly and separated from his wife and children. While they camp out on the island, a great storm causes the
Mississippi to flood. Huck and Jim spy a log raft and a house floating past the island. They capture the raft and
loot the house, finding in it the body of a man who has been shot. Although the island is blissful, Huck and
Jim are forced to leave after Huck learns from a woman onshore that her husband has seen smoke coming
from the island and believes that Jim is hiding out there. Huck and Jim start downriver on the raft, intending to
leave it at the mouth of the Ohio River and proceed up that river by steamboat to the free states, where slavery
is prohibited. Louis, and they have a close encounter with a gang of robbers on a wrecked steamboat. During a
night of thick fog, Huck and Jim miss the mouth of the Ohio and encounter a group of men looking for
escaped slaves. Terrified of the disease, the men give Huck money and hurry away. Unable to backtrack to the
mouth of the Ohio, Huck and Jim continue downriver. The next night, a steamboat slams into their raft, and
Huck and Jim are separated. Huck ends up in the home of the kindly Grangerfords, a family of Southern
aristocrats locked in a bitter and silly feud with a neighboring clan, the Shepherdsons. The elopement of a
Grangerford daughter with a Shepherdson son leads to a gun battle in which many in the families are killed.
While Huck is caught up in the feud, Jim shows up with the repaired raft. A few days later, Huck and Jim
rescue a pair of men who are being pursued by armed bandits. The men, clearly con artists, claim to be a
displaced English duke the duke and the long-lost heir to the French throne the dauphin. Coming into one
town, they hear the story of a man, Peter Wilks, who has recently died and left much of his inheritance to his
two brothers, who should be arriving from England any day. A few townspeople become skeptical, and Huck,
who grows to admire the Wilks sisters, decides to thwart the scam. Huck then reveals all to the eldest Wilks
sister, Mary Jane. The angry townspeople hold both sets of Wilks claimants, and the duke and the dauphin just
barely escape in the ensuing confusion. Fortunately for the sisters, the gold is found. Unfortunately for Huck
and Jim, the duke and the dauphin make it back to the raft just as Huck and Jim are pushing off. After a few
more small scams, the duke and dauphin commit their worst crime yet: Huck finds out where Jim is being held
and resolves to free him. The Phelpses mistake Huck for Tom, who is due to arrive for a visit, and Huck goes
along with their mistake. He intercepts Tom between the Phelps house and the steamboat dock, and Tom
pretends to be his own younger brother, Sid. Tom hatches a wild plan to free Jim, adding all sorts of
unnecessary obstacles even though Jim is only lightly secured. Jim is freed, but a pursuer shoots Tom in the
leg. Huck is forced to get a doctor, and Jim sacrifices his freedom to nurse Tom. When Tom wakes the next
morning, he reveals that Jim has actually been a free man all along, as Miss Watson, who made a provision in
her will to free Jim, died two months earlier. Tom had planned the entire escape idea all as a game and had
intended to pay Jim for his troubles.
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Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Chapters 21 to 25 and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn
more Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

Chapter 7 : The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain
â€• Mark Twain, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. 28 likes. Like "If you are with the quality, or at a funeral, or trying to go
to sleep when you ain't sleepy - if.

Chapter 8 : SparkNotes: The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn: Plot Overview
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn = Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (or,
in more recent editions, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn) is a novel by Mark Twain, first published in the United
Kingdom in December and in the United States in February

Chapter 9 : Adventures of Huckleberry Finn - Wikipedia
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain (, Abridged, Transcript) See more like this SPONSORED The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Puffin Classics) by Mark Twain.
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